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MOSQUITO
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The opportunity to experience undisturbed rest in your own
home is a comfort that everyone can afford. Adequate protection of your home against factors that disturb your domestic relaxation is simpler than you might think
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Mosquito nets are a system of window screens that
prevent onerous insects, various pollutants and even allergenic plant pollen from entering homes. A special net
with the optimal density stops them, so you can open
the window without worrying about visits of unwanted
guests from the outside. The mosquito net, despite its
functions, does not cover the view from the window
ADJUSTMENT

Mosquito nets can be selected for almost any window type - from traditional rectangular ones, through roof windows to balcony windows.

COMFORT

The screens protect the house from insects and dirt, which gives a sense
of comfort and enables relaxation in optimal conditions.

CONVENIENCE

Mosquito nets do not require any special maintenance every day and
are extremely easy to mount and remove.

DESIGN

The colours of the mosquito net and its frame can be adjusted to the
appearance of the window space and the whole building, so that it fits
in well with them.

MOUNTING

Mosquito nets, depending on the chosen model, can be mounted in an
invasive or non-invasive manner that does not damage the window
frame or façade.

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY

The mosquito net protects your home against external factors, such as
insects and pollution, but also acts as an anti-allergic shield blocking
the inflow of pollen.

HEALTH

The antiallergic net blocks the penetration of the most allergenic
pollen. In the case of birch pollen, the effectiveness is 99.7%, and with
grass, up to 100%.
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ANTIALLERGIC NET
In some models of mosquito nets, it is possible
to use an antibacterial mosquito net with high filtration properties of the most popular allergenic
pollen types. The net blocks the penetration of airborne pollen into the interior.
The research on the net effectiveness for the most
common pollen allergens has shown that it blocks
the inflow of grass pollen in 100%, birch pollen in
99.7%, and nettle pollen in 93%.
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MOSQUITO
NET WINDOW

The solution perfectly protects against insects and pollution from the outside. The mosquito net adheres perfectly
to the window frame, which prevents external factors from
entering the room.
The net solution is installed on the outside of the window
and is completely non-invasive. The installation and disassembly of the mosquito net is very simple and quick.
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MODERN DOOR
MOSQUITO NET

A system of external screens used to limit the entry of
insects and pollution into the interior of the house. The
door mosquito net is designed mainly to secure balcony
doors.
The mosquito net is mounted in an invasive way to the
window frame or building façade. The hinges are equipped
with a self-closing system that limits the opening time of
the mosquito net, e.g. when going out to the balcony.
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SLIDING MOSQUITO NET
This solution has been created for balcony windows. It
perfectly protects the entrance to the terrace, balcony or
garden from insects and pollution. The screen is available
in one- and two-wing version.

Type 1S - with a single leaf
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The solution is mounted in an invasive way to the window frame or to the facade of the building. Thanks to the
perfect attachment of the mosquito net to the window frame, the interior of the house is adequately protected from
unwanted guests from the outside.

Type 1SR - with a single leaf in the frame

Type 2SR - with a double leaf in the frame

KETRA ROLLER
MOSQUITO NET
A screen system protecting against insects and pollution. The mosquito net has a cassette that allows the net
to roll up completely. The system of guides and brakes and
the Easy Click block on the lower beading ensure perfect
closing of the mosquito net and no clearances.
A version of the Ketra mosquito net for roof windows
is also available. This variant is mounted invasively to the
wall, in front of the window recess.
Other versions of mosquito nets can be mounted in an
invasive or non-invasive way.
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MONUMO ROLLER DOOR
MOSQUITO NET
The outer screen for protection against insects and pollution. The mosquito net is intended primarily for balcony
windows. There is a cassette on the side that allows you to
completely hide the net, for example when going out to the
balcony. The whole system is operated with the help of the
upper and lower chain.
The mosquito net can be mounted in an invasive way
outside or inside the window recess.
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DEORA PLEATED DOOR
MOSQUITO NET
This solution is designed to protect against insects and
pollution entering the interior through a balcony window.
The net during the sliding is arranged in a harmonica and
is hidden in the side profile, thanks to which the whole system has an aesthetic appearance and does not take up a
lot of space.
The mosquito net can be mounted on the outside of the
window, outside or inside the window recess.
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